Time dependent stress strength models by considering with the repeated application of stress and also considering the change of the distribution of strength with time. "Stress" is used to indicate any agency that tends to induce "failure", while "Strength" indicates any agency resisting "failure". "Failure is defined to have occurred when the actual stress exceed the actual strength.
I. Introdution
Time dependent stress strength models by considering with the repeated application of stress and also considering the change of the distribution of strength with time. "Stress" is used to indicate any agency that tends to induce "failure", while "Strength" indicates any agency resisting "failure". "Failure is defined to have occurred when the actual stress exceed the actual strength.
There is uncertainty about the stress and strength random variables at any instant of time and also about the behavior of the random variables with respect to time and cycles .The two terms "deterministic" and "random fixed" are used to describe these two uncertainties .In deterministic , the variables assumes values that are exactly known a priori .Random fixed refers to the behavior of the variable with respect to time is fixed or the variable varies in time in a known manner .The failure of components under repeated stresses had been investigated primarily .Repeated stresses are characterized by the time, each load applied and the behavior of time intervals between the application of loads.
We prefer n R the reliability after n cycles , to R(t), the reliability at time t , where t is continuous .Simply when cycle times are deterministically known R(t)= n R , n t < t ≤ 1  n t ,where i t is instant in time at which the th i cycle occurs .The time dependent load was discussed by several researchers . Some of them are
Bilikam et al., [1] ,Kechengshen [2] , M.N.Gopalan [3] and Dongshang chang [4] . In the present paper, we have discussed deterministic stress and random fixed strength and vice versa, we had take Exponential and Rayleigh distributions. Reliability computations were done for different cycle lengths .The result is that the system reliability rapidly changes in Rayleigh distribution than the Exponential distribution.
II. Statistical Method
X and Y denote the stress and strength of the system. f (X) and g(Y) are probability density functions of X and Y . Then the reliability of the system is
In the reliability computations for deterministic cycle times we can take two cases
Case 1:
Deterministic stress and random fixed strength Let the stress be 0
x , a constant and the strength on the 
Conclusion:
In Exponential distribution if stress and strength follow for case 1 and case 2 if the Strength parameter value (µ), and constant value( 0 x ) are fixed and we can increase the cycle lengths then reliability decreases. In the same way if the stress parameter value (λ) and constant value ( 0 y ) are fixed and we increases the cycle lengths then reliability decreased. In Rayleigh distribution if stress and strength follow case 1 and case 2 and the parameters (λ,µ)and constants (x ,y) are fixed and increases the cycle lengths then reliability decreases. All these computations we can observe that take the cycle lengths with more differences then reliability decreases more. 
